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ABSTRACT 
Let A be a normal matrix with eigenvalues A,, A,, . . . , A,, and let F denote the 
smallest disc containing these eigenvalues. We give some inequalities relating the 
center and radius of to the entries in A. When applied to ermitian makkes our 
results give lower bounds on the spread max jj ( Ai - Aj> of A. When applied to 
positive definite Hermitian matrices they give lower bounds on the antorovich ratio 
mmij (Ai - Aj)/( Ai + “i>. 
1. 
Let A = (~ij 
We can write 
h 1, . . . . 1 n ’ 
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A are convex combinations of the eigenv t follows that the 
‘genvdues of A is at least as large as the 
agond entries of A. n particular, if A is 
ermitian we have 
max(A, - Aj) > IIIZlX (aii - ajj). 
.‘ I’ i,j ’ - 
An imnrovement of this result is given by Mirsky in [4]. He shows that 
I 
We are going to derive the sharper result 
ITMX(Ai - Aj)2 >, 
kj 
max (aii 
i#j 1 
- aj1)2 + 41nij)2). (1.1) 
max (hi - hj)2 > max 
Lj Lj 
(ai, - ajj)2 + 2 
k#i k#j 
Several other authors have been interested in the spread of Hermitian 
matrices. See for example [4], [S], and [S]. An application to combinatorial 
optimization problems is given in [l]. 
When A is ermitian and positive definite, it is also of interest to 
estimate the Kantorovich ratio max ij (Ai - Aj)/( hi + Aj) of A. This quantity 
governs the rate of convergence of certain iterative schemes for solving linear 
systems of equations of the form AX = b. See, for example, 17, Chapter 41. In 
this case it is easy to show that 
Ai - Aj 
~,~ Ai + Aj 
2 max 
aii - ajj 
i, j aii + ajj 
(1-S) 
using e fact that t agonal entries of are convex combinations of the 
eigen ues of A. We are going to prove the stronger result 
1.20 and (1.4), and we 
Let A = {h,, . . c, A,) e a set of complex numbers, and let 
the set of normal matrices whose spectrum is A. 
disc containing A, and let D(A) denote the diameter o 
44 = min IAi - hjl. i#j 
For any normal matrix A = (a,jj we define 
Bij( A) = IQii - ajjl’ 
We will prove that, for any indices 
d2( A) = 
and 
D2( A) = 
i and j, 
min B,j( A), 
AC@(A) * 
max B,j(A)* 
A-f'(h) 
For Hermitian matrices (1.6) clearly implies (1.2). 
2. THE VaRIaTION OF B,i(Aj FOR L4 Ed A) 
We keep the notation of the introduc~on, except that for sirn~~~i~ we 
wr,te B(A) instead of Bij( A). 
T~~o~E~ 2.1. For ~~~ indices i and j Qn~ for any A E d’(A) we abbe 
d2( A) < B(A) < 
and fur each bound, there is an A E A) which attains t 
Proof. We first show if A E 
the i th and jth unit coordinate 
0 o~~o~a~ e~~~~v~~to~~ for 
Hf we write 
ei = ej = 
k=l k=l 
) are orthonormal because 
e smallest disc containing 
n 2 
I aij - cl2 + IQ I2 = If( A - ca) eJ12 = 
k#i il 
LVk(hk - d"k 
k=f II 
~i~ilarly~ lajj - cl2 + Ck _# *lajk12 < r2. 
14 The exp-cwion laii - cl -I- 1~7,~ - cl2 achieves its minimum value ~$2~~ -
ajj12 with respect to c at c = $(Q -I- a,,,i). We therefore have 
< la,, - cl2 -I- 1ajj - cl2 -I- IaikI’ + lt# < 2?-5 (2 2) l 
which implies t 
We must prove that 
can write 
(A) <4r2 = (2r)2 = D2( A). 
this bound is attained. 
(A) =2 laikl’ + I I 2 ajk 
(2 3) . 
3 
ere tk = a2 -I=+ L mm t efinitions of cL and . 
n 
O< t, < 1, k = l,...,n and (24 . 
k-1 
We first show there are numbers t,, . . . , t, satisfying (2. 
on the right in (2.3) is (2rj2 = I12(Aj. We will then show t 
correspond to a matrix A E M(A). 
There are two cases to consider. 
Case 1. The smallest disc containing A is determined by two points, say 
A, and A,, in A. In this case we have 1 A, - A, I2 = 02(A) and we take 
t, = t, = 1, tk = 0, k = 3,. . . , n. Substituting these values in (2.3) gives 
n 2 
2 tklAk12 - = 2(lA,l” + IA,l’) - IA, + A,[” 
k=1 
= IA, - A212 = D2(A), 
as desired. 
Case 2. The smallest disc containing A is determined by three points, 
say A,, A,, Aa. Clearly c is in the convex hull of these points. 
+ Tz A, + r3A, be the representation of c as a convex comb 
A,, and A,. Since we are not in case 1, we have 0 < rk C 1, k = 1,2,3. 
Define t, = 27-k for k = 1,2,3, and tk = 0 for ah other values of k. 
D2(A) = (21-)2 = 2 tklAk - cl2 
k=l k=l 
3 3 
= 2 
k=l k=l 
To complete our analysis of case 2 we must show t 
qulvalently, w 
4 71 < +. 72 
lie in stance of at most 2r units. 
73 IA 
2+ 
= l- 
4 r 
= 
1 - 71 1 - 71 1 - 71’ 
and therefore l/(1 - 7-J < 2, or r1 6 i, as claimed. 
e next show that for any t’s satisfying (2.41, there exist real orthonormal 
vectors 28 1, . . ..un such that 
To prove this we invoke a theorem of orn [2] which says the following: If 
f and g :~e ~z&mn vectors and T a doubly stochastic matrix satisfying 
g’ = f’T, then there exists a real orthogonal matrix I/ = (uij) such that the 
doubly stochastic matrix S = (ub) also satisfies g ’ = f’S. 
For t,, . . . , t, satisfying (2.4) let T be a matrix whose ith and jth rows 
contain the vector i( t 1, . . . 9 t j. Let every other row of T contain the vector 
[I/( n - 2)](1 - t1,-. . . , 1 - ty ). Then T is doubly stochastic and 
(ei + ej)'T = (tl,.-.,tn). 
Y om’s theorem there exists a real orthogonal matrix U = (u$ such that 
u$+u$=tk, it=1 ,..., n. 
The matrix A = ere A = diag(h,, . . . , A,), realizes the equality on 
he left side of (2.1) is easy to treat. Consider the problem of minimizing 
.3) over all values of t satisfying (2.4). Choose a 2 = 
minimizes this expression and which has a minimum 
onents satisfying 0 < tj < 1. Suppose some fk, say Zr, 
of (2.3), as a function of 8, till occur at an 
hWf3 tW0 COll3pOI3e?iltS equal t0 1, Sily ifi and ij, and t e remainder e 
or this t the expression (2.3) becomes 
2(lhi12 + IAjI’) - Ihi + Ajl' = Ihi - 
The minimum that this can be is d2(h), and is obviously a~~nable~ 
completes the proof of Theorem 2.1. 
COROLLARY. 
l -* >, A,, then 
If A = (aij) is a Hermitian m.&ltix with eigermalues A, > 
(A, - A,)2 >, max 
Lj 
(aii - ~j~)’ + 2 l@jk12} l (2.6) 
Pro~$ This result follows 
tion of (2.2) does not assume 
(2.6). 
k+i k+j I 
immediately from (2.2). Note that the detiva- 
that i #j, so i and j need not be distinct in 
3, ERROR BOUNDS FOR THE SPREA 
In this section we derive an upper bound for the maximum distance 
between two eigenvalues of an arbitrary matrix, For sparse ermitian matri- 
ces the upper bound is a small mul~ple of the lower bound given in (2.6). 
THEOREM 3.1. 
clues A,, 
Let A = (a,) be an arbitrary n x n matrix with eigen- 
..‘, A,, any having at most K - 1 nonzero uff-~iag~n~2 ~e~nts 
per row. khan 
max 
Lj 
‘i - AjI < la,, - ajjl’ + 2 
k+i k+j 
for any 
and h, of A, t 
< laii - aijjl -I- 
k+i 
-& (dhikI) + 
kzj 
& (fibjkl) 
K-l K - 1 112 
+ 
2 2 1 
ItZij - fZjj12 + 2 
The conclusion of the theorem follows immediately from this inequality. 
The next corollary gives a simple proof of a result due to Scott [5]. It 
shows that the Gerschgorin upper bound on the spread of a Hermitian matrix 
is a small multiple of the actual spread for sparse matrices. 
COROLLARY (!kott). For a Hermitian m&tin: A = (aij) &fine 
Let A, 2 A, 3 .a** 3 denote the eigenvalues of A. If A has at most K - 1 
nonxero off-diagonal elements per row, then 
1 
-G(A) < A, - A, < G(A). 
roof. rom the last inequality in (3.2) and (2.6) we have 
(3 3) . 
e fok~s from the first two 
ound of the s 
nvalues of A 
that 
The following theorem gives a bound on the maximum error in irsky’s 
upper bound for IIermitian matrices. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let A be an n X n Hermitian matrix (n 3 3) with 
eigenvalues h, > l *= 2 A,. Define (A) = (211Al12 . 
Then 
-M(A)+-&GM(A). (3.5) 
Proof. The second inequality follows from (3.4). To prove the first 
inequality, let r and c denote the radius and center, respectively, of the 
smallest disc containing the eigenvalues of A. In the proof of Theorem 2.1 
we showed that 
r2 3 laii - Cl2 + laik12, i = l,..., n. 
k+i 
It follows that 
nr2 2 I aii - 
i= 1 kzl 
The expression on 
respect to c at c = 
It follows that 
is is e is e e. 
88 
4. 
is section we assume P, is 
eigenv~ues so that A, 2 *OS > A,. 
~~~ro~ch ratio (A, - A~~/~A~ -t 
THEOREM 4.1. 
any I and j we have 
If A = (a,j> iS 
ermitian positive definite and label the 
We will obtain two lower bounds for the 
A,). 
Hemzitz’an and positive definite, then for 
Al-A, ’ 1 (ajj A, + A, 2 - @jj)2 + Ck+ilaik12 + Ck_+ jlajk12 (@ii + @jj)” + Ck + JaiJ2 + Ck f jlajk12 ’ (44 
Proof. If we square out all bracketed terms in (4.1) and cross-mul~ply 
and simptify, XC see that this inequality is equivalent to 
(4 2) l 
Using the notation introduced in the proof of Theorem 2.1, we have 
n 
aii = eyAei = $Ak 9 faik12 = II AeiIIz = 
k=l k=l k=l 
where cv = (a,, . l *, a,) is a unit vector. Since A, >, l ** 3 h, we have 
A” k - A2, = (A, + A,)( Ak - A,) < (A, + &)(A, - A,). 
If we multiply this inequality by CY~ and sum over k, we obtain 
laik12 <Ai + (Al + A,)(aii - 
k=l 
n 
I I ‘jk 2< 
k=a 
w9 
(4-4) 
From these inequalities we have 
c;= llQ12 + c;= lbjkl 2 
< 
(A, + &)(a,, -I- ajj) - 2A,A, 
4aii ajj 4aii ajj 
= tx + y) - ‘y 
where x = l/a,, and y = l/ajj. Since the diagonal entries of A lie in the 
interval [A,, A,], we have x, y E [l/A,, l/h,]. We will maximize (4.5) sub- 
ject to these restrictions on x and y. 
For y < $(1/A, + l/A,) the expression in (4.5) is an increasing function 
of x, so we can increase it by taking x = l/A,. For this value of x, (4.5) is a 
decreasing function of y, so we can increase it by taking y = l/A,. For these 
values of x and y, (4.5) assumes the value (A; + Ai)/4A1 A, and (4.2) holds. 
Similarly, if y > i(l/A, + l/A,), (4.2) holds. Finally, if y = #/A, + 
l/A,), the eGression (4.5) has the value 
CA1 + ‘nJ2 
8A,A, ’ 
2( A; + A;) 
8AIAn 
A; + A2, 
= 4A,A, ’ 
Thus (4.2) holds also in this case. This completes the proof of Theorem 4.1. 
An examination of the proof of Theorem 4.1 shows that the inequality 
(4.1) cannot be tight if (ai, - ~jj)2 is small compared to (A, - h,j2. The 
following theorem gives a lower bound for the Kantovorich ratio which is 
better than (4.1) for sufficiently small values of (a,, - ajj)2. 
THEOREM 4.2. 
any i andj we have 
If A = (aii) is Hermitian and positive definite, then for 
Proof. Let r = i( A, - A,,) an c = $(A, -I- A,). 
2r” > Ia,, - Cl” + lajj - Cl” + 
k#i 
t follows that 
IlZii - Cl’ + lajj - Cl2 + Iilk+ illZik12 + Ck+jlajkl’ 
2c2 
. 
(4 7) . 
The right side of this inequality assumes its minimum value with respect to c 
at 
c 
C;= I( laik12 +lajk12) = 
’ aii + ajj 
SubstSuting this value of G in (4.7) gives 
A, - A, ( 1 2 ( aii - ajj)2 + 2(Ck+i(aik12 + Ck+ jlajk12) Al + A?? ’ (a,, + lZjj)2 + 2(Zk+ilaik12 + Ck+jlajk12) + taii - lZjj)2 ’ 
which agrees with (4.6). This completes the proof of Theorem 4.1. 
Clearly the inequality (4.8) is sharper than (4.1) for (aii - ajjj2 suffi- 
ciently small. 
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